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Szabi Keresztes
As a software consultant who specialises in web technologies, I have worked with clients in 
public and private sectors to make their digital transformation a reality and implement their 
ideas. 
Being experienced in delivering interactive and data driven applications powered by highly 
scalable, resilient and cost effective cloud solutions, I aim to maximise customer value and 
satisfaction. I am looking for a Senior/Lead Software Engineering role within a purpose-driven, 
fun organisation that embraces the DevOps culture.

Experience
Software Engineer at BJSS

Building a web abstraction over a COVID19 risk 
assessment algorithm and making it available for 
clinicians across England

Delivered and supported a cross-platform mobile 
application targeting iOS (device: iPad Pro), powered 
by serverless technology, digitising a paper-based 
assessment process and meeting GDS guidelines

Implemented authentication with social identity 
providers for an online social game

Made a responsive website with Material-UI

Full-stack Web Developer at RightIndem

Implemented configuration based, white labelled and 
highly scalable solutions using CQRS event sourcing 
concepts

Worked on a green-field product while acquiring the 
TDD mind-set

Co-founder at Wraptime

Developed a cross-platform mobile app with React 
Native, supported by RESTful API written in Node

Managed a diverse team and introduced Agile 
methodologies

.Net Developer at Branded3 and ComKnow

Built highly scalable enterprise products as well as 
smaller websites using C#, .Net, MVC, Web API, Entity 
Framework, HTML5, CSS3 & JQuery

iOS Developer (intern) at Reea

Developed a mobile application for a media event

Education
Enterprise Software 
Design and Development 
Master's course

Computer Science 
Bachelor's degree

Skillset
Front-end state management 
Redux, Context API, NGRX

UI/UX development 
React, NextJS, Angular, Ionic

Quality assurance 
Jest and Testing Library

Cloud architecture 
Node; AWS S3, Lambda, API 
Gateway, CloudWatch, Cognito

Strong Agile skills 
Scrum & Nexus, Kanban

DevOps newbie 
CI/CD with GitHub Actions

Links
Follow for additional information:

https://www.linkedin.com/in/sz
keresztes-598935ba

https://github.com/szabikr

https://www.linkedin.com/in/szabi-keresztes-598935ba
https://github.com/szabikr

